CAMERA CUBE EXTRA SMALL
INSTRUCTIONS

more info
pkdsn.com/cameracube

CAMERA CUBE EXTRA SMALL

FEATURES

know your Cube

pro tips!
Removable padding and tuck-away cover: Removable padding in the cover flap reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag).

Carry your Cube
Hidden attachment points for Peak Design Anchors & Straps (sold separately).

ORGANIZATION

FlexFold™ dividers / example load-outs
EXTRA SMALL
Organize and protect your gear with our origami-inspired dividers.

digital point and shoot camera + 35mm film camera + light meter + 4 rolls of film.

ECOSYSTEM

Peak Design Bags + Cubes
Peak Design Camera Cubes are designed to fit perfectly in Peak Design bags made for travel and adventure.

This XS Camera Cube takes up .5 units of space.

size: XS Small Medium Large

features:
- weatherproof nylon canvas
- hidden attachment points for PD Bag compatibility
- C-Clip connection points for PD Bag (compatible)
- hidden internal zipper
- removable padding in cover flap reduces bulk when stored open for quick access (perfect when cubes are packed in your bag)
- hidden attachment points for PD Straps (compatible)